
Computational Optimal Transport
for Early Universe Reconstruction

Left: simulation of large-scale structures in the universe (from Roya Mohayaee,
Institut d’Astrophysique de Paris). Cube size: 200h−1Mpc (= 650 million light
years). From left to right: (backward) reconstruction of the motion from a uni-
form density, using an optimal transport algorithm (ALICE team, Inria).

Topic: Developing new computational method for solving a PDE with appli-
cations in astrophysics

City and country: Nancy, France

Name and mail of the advisor: Bruno Lévy, ALICE team, Bruno.Levy@
inria.fr

Name and mail of the head of the department: Sylvain Petitjean,
Sylvain.Petitjean@inria.fr

General presentation of the topic: One of the challenges in cosmology is
to test some theoretical models of the universe using diverse sources of measure-
ment, such as redshift acquisition surveys, that can produce large-scale maps
of the universe, and acquisition of the cosmic microwave background by the
Plank probe, that maps radiations dating back to the early stage of the uni-
verse (when it was 380 000 years old). Early Universe Reconstruction (EUR)
consists in evolving a map of the universe reconstructed from a redshift acquisi-
tion survey back in time, and try to evaluate the flucuations at the early state,
and compare them with the microwave background to see whether the model is
realistic.

Objectives of the internship: Recent progress in computational optimal
transport decreased computation times from weeks to less than an hour for
multi-millions galaxy clusters, and are currently studied in starting exchanges
between the numerical geometry group ALICE in Nancy, the group MOKA-
PLAN in Paris on Optimal Transport and the Paris Institute of Astrophysics.
The goal of the training period is to further develop the existing algorithm
and software prototype with the goal of pushing even further the size of the
datasets that can be processed (from millions to billions). This requires both
a mathematical analysis of a new hierarchical algorithm as well as computer
implementation.
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Expected abilities of the student:
Taste for physics, abstract mathematics, numerical algorithm, and some pro-
gramming abilities (C++). Enthusiasm is a must !
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